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CHICAGO
T H E R E c o R
Vol. No. XXX, No.2 August 19, 1996
NOTE: If you would like to have a notice posted in The Record, please submit your information by attaching
!EQ} a WordPerfect document to an email message sent to Linda Valentino (LVALENT!), or _drop by
her office, Room 530. All notices must include your name, your email address and/or a telephone
number where you can be reached during the day. If applicable, please include the name of your
student organization. Student organizations: Please limit your advertisements to 1/3 of a single page;
this way we can accommodate every group that needs to advertise. All information MUST BE
SUBMfITED BY WEDNESDAYS AT 5:00 p.m.
FROM DEAN DEUTSCH
Welcome back, everybody!
For those of you who are returning after summer jobs, clerkships, and vacations, we're delighted to see.
you again. And for those of you who spent all or part of the summer working here, wheth-er in summer
classes or otherwise, as I did, it's great tosee you, too. I hope everyone's feeling excited and enthusiastic
about the beginning of this new school year, because there's a lot going on, even by typically lively
Chicago-Kent standards.
First of all, you might have noticed a new name at the heading of this column. Many of you know me by
some of the other titles I've worn at the law school--co-director of the Program in Environmental and C
Energy Law, Professor of Law, and Associate Dean for InterdiscipHnary Programs. There also are a couple
of others, like Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and head of the planning process for the building we
now occupy, that are in my past. And now, I'm Interim Dean of the law school for this year, while we
conduct a national search for a new, permanent dean. This new job's a little -overwhelming from time to
time, but I'm really enjoying it so far.
Most of you know that Dean Rick Matasar has moved to the dean's office at the Universltv of Florida
College of Law. We've been fortunate at Chicago-Kent to have a history of deans with unusually long
tenures. The national average for the term of a law school dean is about three-and-one-half years. Rick
Matasar was here for five years, Lew Callens was dean here for 16 years, and, in the first half of this
century, Webster Burke occupied the dean's office for 31 years. So, we've been a bit spoiled by having
deans who stay around a lot longer than most of their counterparts at other schools. (It must be something
magnetic about this place.) While it's always a little upsetting when the leader of an organization moves on
to another position, we've always thrived on change at Chicago-Kent, and I'm confident that we will find
an excellent new dean who will" bring even more new and innovative ideas to the law school when she or
he arrives.
While we are working on the dean search, the faculty also will be conducting a self-study of Chicago-Kent,
as part of the American Bar Association/Association of American Law Schools' seven-year accreditation
cycle. This is a great opportunitvforus.to take a good, long look at where we've been, where we are, and
where we are headed. We know what should be at the core of legal education, but we want to explore
how best to teach it. We want to define the best ways to train students in substantivelaw, legal practice,
ethics, professionalism, and public service, and then examine what we do at Chicago-Kent and how it
measures up to those standards.
Otherwise, a lot of us have been doing some extraordinary things since May:
Professor Lori Andrews' new book, Black Power White Blood, was published this summer. Movie
rights have been acquired by Oliver Stone, director of JFK and Born on the Fourth of July, among
other films. Among the many members of our faculty who published scholarly papers this summer,
Professor Richard Hasen published Voting without Law, 144 UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA LAW
REVIEW 2135 (1996) and Professor Martin Malin published Unemployment Compensation in a Time
of Increasing Work-Family Conflicts, 29 UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN JOURNAL OF LAW REFORM 131 (1995-
1996).
More than fifteen other faculty members appeared on television or radio programs, or in newspapers
or other media, including CNN, the Fox Network, the Wall Street Journal, Voice of America, the
Chicago Sun-Times, National Public Radio, Cosmopolitan, and Money magazine.
Chicago-Kent was named Public Interest School of the Year by the Law Student Division of the
ABA. The award recognizes the outstanding volunteer and public interest efforts of individuals and
students at C-K. It was presented Saturday, August 3rd at the ABA Annual Meeting in Orlando,
Florida.
This summer alone, more than thirty current students worked in public interest jobs. They had
positions with organizations including the Legal Assistance Foundation of Chicago, the Federal
Public 'Defender for the Central District of Illinois, the Chicago Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights,
the Midwest Immigrants' Rights Center, and the Illinois State's Attorney's Office, among others.
One student reports that she spent her summer working in an internship program related to human
rights in Guatemala. And no doubt we'll hear much, much more from the rest of you, now that
you're back on campus.
And, we have some new faces among the full-time faculty and senior administration:
Professor Steven Harris comes to Chicago-Kent from the University of Illinois College of Law, where
he was a faculty member since 1984. Professor Harris earned his bachelor's degree and law degree
from the University of Chicago, where he served as President of the Law Students' Association. He
specializes in commercial and corporations law, and has published a number of articles in scholarly
journals including the Minnesote Law Review, Virginia Law Review, Uniform Commercial Law Code
Law Journal, and Alabama Law Review. Professor Harris also was co-author of Cases, Problems
and Materials on Security Interests in Personal Property, and he served as reporter and member for
a number of conferences and committees related to proposed revisions of the Uniform Commercial
Code. He also has participated in a number of national panels related to the UCC. While he
officially begins teaching in January, he will be around the building this semester as well.
Assistant Professor Peggie Smith earned her bachelor's degree and master's degree at Yale
University, and her law degree at Harvard, where she was Editor in Chief of the Harvard Women's
Law Journal and a Teaching Fellow at Harvard College. While at Yale, she received the Edward A.
Bouchet Prize for Most Outstanding Scholarship in African American Studies. Professor Smith spent
the summer after her first year of law school working in Guyana with the Guyana Human Rights
Association on issues related to conditions of imprisoned women, sexual harassment, gender
discrimination, and violence against women. She currently is on leave from Yale, where she is a
candidate for a Ph.D. in American Studies. She will teach Employment Relationships this fall, and
Contracts in the spring semester.
Visiting Faculty Member Jacob Corr6 returns to Chicago-Kent in January, after two and one-half
years at the Chicago firm of Jenner & Block. Professor Corre holds a law degree from Yale
University, where he served as articles editor of the Yale Law and Policy Review. He received his
A.B. from the University of Chicago. Prior to joining the Chicago-Kent faculty in 1990, Professor
Corrs taught at DePaul University College of Law and was an associate at Sonnenschein, Carlin, U
Nath & Rosenthal from 1986 to 1988. He was a Mellon Foundation Fellow in the Humanities during
1985-86.
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Visiting Assistant Professor James Dwyer received his bachelor's degree from Boston College, his
law degree from Yale, andhis Ph.D. in Philosophy from Stanford, and is certified in Deaf Studies by
SUNY-Albany. He has written a number of articles on child welfare and currently is at work on a
book entitled Religious Schooling in America: A Children's-Rights Perspective on State Regulation of
Non-Public Education. After graduating from law school, Professor Dwyer was an associate
attorney with Sutherland, Asbill, & Brennan, and then with Coudert Brothers, both in Washington,
D.C. He has spent the past year as Law Guardian and Assigned Counsel for the Family Court of the
State of New York.
Visiting Assistant Professor James Huttenhower graduated summa cum laude and Phi Beta Kappa
from Dartmouth College, and earned his law degree at Yale Law School, where he was Executive
Editor of the Yale Journal on Regulation. After law school, he spent a year clerking for the Han.
Caleb M. Wright of the U.S. District Court in Wilmington, Delaware, and then became an associate
at Sidley & Austin in Chicago. He then spent four years as an associate at Sonnenschein Nath &
Rosenthal, and a year as a volunteer staff attorney for the ACLU of Illinois.
Visiting Assistant Professor Jennifer Levi has a bachelor's degree in mathematics from Wellesley
College and a law degree from the University of Chicago Law School, where she served on the staff
of the University of Chicago Law Review, was a Board member of the Chicago Law Foundation, and
was Coordinator of the Law Women's Caucus. After graduating from law school, Professor Levi
clerked for the Han. Michael Boudin of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit before
becoming an associate at Skadden, Arps in Chicago. She joined our faculty after a year at the
Chicago firm of Matkov, Salzman, Madoff & Gunn. Professor Levi also is an accomplished rugby
player, and competed in the first Women's World Cup rugby championship in Cardiff, Wales in
1991. "
Visiting Assistant Professor Debbie Musiker received her bachelor's degree at Princeton University
and her J.D. at Boston University School of Law, where she was a staff member for the
International Law Journal, and vice president of the Environmental Law Society. After law school,
Professor Musiker clerked for the Hon. Joseph J. Farnan, Jr., at the U.S. District Court in
Wilmington, Delaware. She then spent two years as an 'associate with the Environmental Practice
Group at Howrey & Simon in Washington, and left the firm to become an attorney for the Northern
Rockies Natural Resource Center of the National Wildlife Federation in Missoula, Montana.
Assistant Dean for Admissions Michael Burns came to Chicago-Kent after being Assistant Dean for
Career Services at DePaul since 1994. Dean Burns is a graduate of Northern Illinois University and
DePaul University College of Law, where he was a DePaul Law Review staff member, vice president
of the SBA, and a member of BLSA. Before moving into academia, he was an associate at Peterson
& Ross and at Blatt, Hammesfahr & Eaton, where he specialized in domestic and international
insurance litigation.
Director of the Center for Law and Computers William Sadler moves up a couple of floors from his
office as Director of Internet Development for CALI, the Center for Computer Assisted Legal
Instruction, which is housed in this building. He's spent the last year working for CALI. Mr. Sadler
received his bachelor's degree from Webster University, and master's degrees and Ph.D. from
Indiana University. Before joining Chicago-Kent in 1995 as Associate Director of Computing, Mr.
Sadler spent five years working for Indiana University, where he was Network Systems Coordinator
and then Special Assistant to the Dean for Electronic Publishing at I.U. Law School. He is the lead
author of Special Edition: Using Internet E-mail, and co-author of Novell NetWare SmartStart.
* * * * * *
! \
\J' On a very sad note, many of you already know that Marc A. Grinker, Professor of Legal Research and
Writing and Chicago-Kent's 1996 Professor of the Year, died July 22 at Northwestern Memorial Hospital
after a lengthy illness. Marc had been a member of the faculty since 1990, teaching courses in business
organizations, law and sexual orientation, securities regulation, and, most notably, directing our Appellate
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Advocacy proaram, which he established. Marc was justifiably proud that, in its first year, the lIana
Diamond Rovner Program participants won awards in 14 interscholastic competitions. In recognition of his
efforts with the Rovner Program, Marc received the Henrietta and Adolf Nudelman Award for Outstanding
Faculty Support. He was also a recipient of the 1992-93 Dean's Prize for Excellence in Teaching.
Prior to joining the Chicago-Kent faculty, Marc taught at Hofstra University School of law. He served as
special counsel for the National Coalition for the Homeless and general counsel for CEl Communications,
and he practiced with the New York law firm of Davis, Polk and Wardwell. Marc received his bachelor's
degree from Emory University and his law degree from Hofstra University School of law, where he served
as managing editor of the Hofstra Law Review.
We will be hosting a memorial service for Marc on Wednesday, August 28, at 5:00 p.m., in the Ogilvie
Auditorium. We are pleased that we can share this service with Marc's parents, Charles and Audrey, and
his sister, Lori, who will participate in remembering Marc. Marc made an enormous impression on the law
school community, and I hope many of you will join us to remember him and to celebrate his life.
For those of you who would like to make a charitable contribution in Marc's memory, his family has
requested that donations be made to the American Foundation for AIDS Research, clo The Marc Grinker
Memorial Fund, 733 Third Ave., 12th floor, New York, NY 10017, or to Chicago-Kent College of law's
Marc A. Grinker Outstanding Student Commitment Award Fund, Office of Development, 565 W. Adams
St., Chicago, IL 60661-3691.
* * * * *
Well, as I said, there's been quite a lot going on, mostly good and some bad. Just as the faculty will be
doing for the law school during the coming months, I hope that you will define your personal standards and
measure yourself against them. Of course, I and' the faculty and staff hope you will enjoy this year, and the
rest of your career at Chicago-Kent. You will work hard, and undoubtedly there will be frustrations and
disappointments, but, as we often say, an experience is only as meaningful as the effort you put into it.
That is where true education begins.
And, again, welcome back to another exciting year.
FROM ASSOCIATE DEAN HOWARD CHAPMAN
Welcome back! I hope you enjoyed the summer and have a successful and rewarding year.
Class Assignments
I mailed ,a letter to all continuing students on July 31 with assignments for the first week of class for most
courses. Assignments received after the letter was mailed are posted on the second floor bulletin board. If
you did not receive the letter, you may obtain one in the Reg.istrar's office and while you're there, make
sure your mailing address is correct on our records.
1996-1997 Student Handbook




§1.9 was revised to include the questions the dean must answer on the bar exam graduation certificate for
each student pertaining to the student's honesty, integrity, reputation, character and general conduct.
§§ 1.3 and 3.7 were clarified to state that only one hour of Independent Research may be earned per U
semester and it is graded on a pass/fail basis, even if it is in lieu of a seminar.
§1.19 was added to describe the new Certificate in Labor and Employment law.
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§1.25 was added describing the new joint J.D./M.S. in Environmental Management degree program.
§1.26 was revised to state that students must pay a program fee in addition to tuition to attend the London
Law Consortium.
§2.4 was amended to permit students to revoke the pass/fail election up to the last day of class for the
semester. The deadlines to make the pass/fail election remain unchanged (by the end of the second week
of class for the Fall semester).
§6.1 was amended to add the grades of B-, C-, and D + and to change the grade point valuations of all
"plus" and "minus" grades.
§6.6 was revised to explain the LP (Low Pass) grade.
§6.8 sets forth the new mandatory curve which applies to all required courses (except legal writing courses
and seminars), including Constitutional Law and Professional Responsibility.
§7.6 includes the new exam rule that students may not leave the exam room during the last ten minutes of
a final exam.
§8. 1 was amended to clarify the academic status of an Evening Division student who transfers to the Day
Division after the student's first semester.
§8.5(i) was added to limit a student's ability to take an Incomplete in a course during a probationary
semester.
§18.2(b) was amended to clarify the rules for reporting grade point averages on resumes to prospective
employers.
Code of Conduct Article II was amended to include nonacademic misconduct in §2.2.
Code of Conduct §9-3(b) was amended to permit plea bargaining between an Alleged Violator and the
Prosecutor, in consultation with the Associate Dean.
Section XX wasrevised to notify students that the Lawyers Assistance Program ("LAP") is available to law
students to provide confidential counseling regarding substance abuse problems.
Academic Achievement Award Winners
Congratulations to the students who earned the highest grade in each class during the Spring, 1996
semester; their names are attached to this Record. These students, and the students who earned the
highest grades in the Fall, 1995 semester and the 1996 Summer session (not yet announced) will. be
presented with Academic Achievement Award certificates at the annual Student Awards Luncheon on
October 1, 1996. Please e-mail Alice Curry in my office if your name doesn't appear on the list the way
you want it printed on your certificate.
Writing Competition Winner
Congratulations to Kym R. Jessum, who won $500 in the American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers writing contest for her paper entitled "Lotus v, Borland: The Undecided Case." Kym's paper is
being considered for one of the grand prizes up to $3,000. Information about writing competitions appears








To add or drop a course you must complete a Registration Change form, sign it, and submit it to the
Registrar's office. You may add an open course until Friday, August 30, at 5:00 p.m. You may drop a
course (other than a required or a clinical course) anytime before the final exam or the final paper due date.
If you drop a course and reduce your credit hours, you will be charged tuition according to the following
schedule:
during the first week
during the second week
during the third week
after the third week
Closed Classes
You may not register for a closed class, even with the instructor's permission, unless Dean Chapman has
approved it and has signed your Registration Change form.
Student Health Insurance
All students who are registered for 12 or more credit hours (whether registered in the Day or Evening
Division) will automatically be billed the annual student insurance fee of $442 in the Fall semester. If you
have other health care coverage, you may waive the student insurance by completing the waiver form and
returning it to the Counseling & Health Service office at the main campus. The deadline to waive coverage
for the Fall semester is Monday, August 26. Waiver forms and brochures describing the insurance are
available in the Registrar's office.
Students registered for 11 credit hours or less (regardless of which division you are registered in) are not
covered by student health insurance. If you want coverage, you must apply for it. You may obtain an
application in the Registrar's office or call the insurance line at (312) 808-7101. January, 1997 graduates
and students who withdraw before the second week of the Spring semester who paid for the full year may
request a refund for the remainder of the policy by submitting a letter to Terry Shapiro, the Director of liT
Counseling Center.
Pass/Fail Election
Students in good academic standing may elect to take up to six credit hours of elective courses on a
pass/fail basis. The deadline for making a pass/fail election is Friday, August 30, at 5:00 n.rn. Submit two
copies of the form to the Registrar and retain one of the copies signed by the Registrar's office until you
receive your course grade. You may revoke a pass/fail election at any time until the last day of classes for
the semester. Please review §2.4 of the Student Handbook and the Pass/Fail Election Form for additional
information and restrictions regarding the pass/fail election.
Class Rank
Class ranks are available in the Career Services office, Room 360.
January, 1997 Graduates
If you plan to graduate at the end of the Fall, 1996 semester, please complete the Graduation Requirement
Analysis form and submit it to the Registrar by Friday. August 30. 1996. The forms are available in the (j
Registrar's office. The Registrar's office will review your Analysis form and your transcript and. will notify
you if it appears that you are missing a requirement or will not have sufficient hours to graduate.
Important: if you change your schedule and reduce the number of hours you are taking after you submit the
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form, vou must notify the Registrar. It is your responsibility, not the Registrar's, to make sure that all
graduation requirements will be fulfilled by the end of your final semester. Please read § 1.8 of the
Handbook.
First-year Students - Undergraduate Transcripts
Please contact your undergraduate. college and request that your final official transcript be mailed to the law
school Registrar's office. We must have an official copy of your undergraduate transcript in your law
school file; you will not be permitted to register for the Spring semester without one.
Student Directory and Privacy Form
The law school publishes a .Student Directory containing the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of
all the students enrolled in the law school. If you do not wish to have your name, address, and telephone
number published in the Chicago-Kent Student Directory, you must submit a Privacy Form available in the
Registrar's office by Friday, September 6.
FROM ASSISTANT DEAN OF STUDENTS JULIE FENTON
It's Back to School Already . . . All Ready?
It's that time again. Head to the bookstore; read those assignments; start that job hunt; write a law review
article; plan your student organization bake sale; socialize with your friends; and, oh yeah, attend classes.
Aren't you worn out just thinking about it? Welcome back!
If just the idea of starting school again raises your blood pressure and you're already feeling weighed down
by the demands of the new semester, remember Ellen 'Berger (EBERGER/Room 546/906-5272) and I
(JFENTON/Room 544/906-5271) are here to help you. You can come talk to us about anything, ranging
from time management and study skills to how to sign up to study law in London during spring semester.
London Consortium
Chicago-Kent offers a semester of law study in London each spring semester with seven other law schools.
If you are interested in the London Law Consortium, you may pick up a brochure in Room 544 beginning on
Wednesday, August 28. Hurry in to get a copy, because the applications will be accepted by the program
on a first-come, first-served basis. Students interested in the program should refer to section 1.26 of the
1996-97 Student Handbook for the academic regulations pertaining to the program.
Orientation
Thank you so much to Randa Ismail, the student Orientation Coordinator, who planned, organized, and
executed the countless projects necessary to run Orientation for the first-year class last week. Also,
special thanks are due to Melanie Miller, who assisted Randa with many of the behind-the-scenes jobs that
helped make Orientation a success. Finally, thank you to all of the Student Leaders and Mentors for
volunteering your time to welcome our entering class to Chicago-Kent. We truly appreciate your
contribution of time and effort. Thank you all!
FROM THE FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
Welcome Back! The Fall 1996 Federal Perkins Loan promissory note signing has been scheduled for the
week of August 19, 1996. It is mandatory for all students who have accepted a Perkins loan on their
1996-97 award letter to sign a promissory note. Proceeds for the Perkins cannot be posted in student
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accounts without a completed financial aid file and a signed promissory note. There will be a financial aid
administrator present to answer any questions; it will take approximately 10 minutes to complete the
promissory note. Please attend one of the following dates at your convenience.
DAY TIME ROOM
Monday, Aug. 19 10am-12noon 570
Tuesday, Aug. 20 4pm- 6pm 570
Wednesday, Aug. 21 9am-11am 570
Thursday, Aug. 22 4pm- 6pm 570
Friday, Aug. 23 1Oam-1 2noon 570
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact the Financial Aid Office via e-mail, finaid,
telephone 312-906-5180 or stop by Suite·230.
HOURS FOR BUILDING AND INFORMATION CENTER













7: 15 am - 11: 15 pm
7:15 am - 9:30 pm
8:15 am - 8:15 pm
10:00 am - 11:00 pm
7:45 am - 11:00 pm
7:45 am - 7:00 pm
9:00 am - 8:00 pm
Special Hours for the Labor Day Holiday (Aug. 31, Sept. 1 and 2):
* Library hours will be extended in early December to accommodate students during final exams (times to-
be-announced) .









(Administrative Offices will be CLOSED)




9:45 am - 9:30 prn
10:00 am - 9:00 pm
u
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*. On Saturday 8/31, Computer Lab 700 will be open and accessible from the 7th floor hallway.
CAREER SERVICES
Welcome Back! Meet Our New Staff Members!
We hope you enjoyed your summer break! When you visit our office next, you'll notice two familiar faces
in new positions and one new face.
Our former Resource Manager, Dan Walsh, graduated and moved to Cleveland to work for Key Corp. Bank--
read all about it in the Happy Endings column in the first issue of Careerline now available outside the
Career Services Office! Charis Runnels, our former Resource Coordinator, is now the Resource Manager.
Ann Rainhart, our former Administrative Manager, has been promoted to Assistant Director. You'll see
more of her in this new role!
We also welcomed part-time career strategist Kim Reynolds on board this summer. Her master's degree in
counseling and experience with the legal field will surely make her a highly sought after source of
information for students and alumnae/i! Kim will be in the office on Tuesdays from 8:30 until 2:30 and one
Saturday each month during the semester.
We're in the process of hiring a new Resource Coordinator and a new Administrative Manager. Stay
posted fornewsl
Office Hours for Fall Semester






8:30 a.rn. -- 5:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. --5:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. -- 7:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. -- 7:00 p.m.
8:30 a.rn, -- 5:00 p.m.
On the following Saturdays during the fall semester, a career strategist will be available in the office for










Second, third, and fourth year students who need resume or job search counseling can make an
appointment by visiting our office or calling 906-5200.
If you need resume counseling to prepare for the fall on-campus interview program, be sure to schedule an
'appointment right away. The last day of resume counseling for the fall on-campus interview program is
Friday, August 23rd.
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Our counseling staff this year includes Stephanie Rever Chu, Director of Career Services; Lisa Abrams,
Assistant Dean for Career Services; and part-time career strategists Debbi Gutman and Kim Reynolds. Each
of these staff members has a strong career counseling background. Our receptionist will assist you in
making an appointment with the person who best suits your needs.
Please note: evening counseling appointments are available! Students can see Debbi Gutman on
Wednesday and Thursday evenings.
Mock Interviews: Polish Your Interviewing Skills
One of the best ways to prepare for interviews is to participate in a mock interview session. Career
strategist Deborah Gutman will be visiting several Chicago law schools, including Chicago-Kent, to conduct
mock interviews in August and September..
The half-hour sessions in the Career Services Office will include a videotaped mock interview, playback of
the videotape, and a critique of the interview. We encourage you to bring your own videotape so that you
can review your interview again on your own.
Dates for mock interviews are: Thursday, August 29th; Friday, August 30th; and Tuesday through Friday,
September 3rd through 6th.
There are a limited number of mock interviews available; sign up soon! You must leave a resume in the
Career Services Office prior to the date of the interview. Please give 24-hour notice of any cancellation.
I.D.s Requested!
Due to the explosive growth of traffic in the Career Services Office and because our services sometimes
attract students from competing law schools, we ask that you please show your student 1.0. to the staff
member at the front desk upon entering the office. We're enforcing our policy to protect our resources!
Thanks in advancefor your cooperation!
Computer Policy Reminder
Laser printing of resumes and cover letters is free in our office, but you must bring your own paper,
including paper for drafts. We ask that you use other computers in the building for composing resumes and
cover letters so that we may efficiently accommodate everyone who needs to print.
Please remember that students' use of the computers will be limited to 20 minutes when other people are
waiting. Be sure to sign in on the sheet by the computers indicating the time you arrived. If you wait more
than twenty minutes, please let Charis Runnels or the receptionist know. If you must relinquish the ~se of
the computer to another person, please sign the list again to put yourself back in line.
Alumnae/i have priority because they do not have access to other computers in the building at which to
compose; upon showing an alumnae/i 1.0., alums may use the next available computer.
Fall On-Campus Interview Program
Important dates for the FOCI Program:
August 20 Fall On-Campus Mandatory Workshops:
12:00 - 12:30 or 5:00 - 5:15 for those having participated in the
past
12:.30 - 1:15 or 5: 15 - 6:00 for 2Ls, 3Ls, and LL.Ms participating in .:






Direct Contact List available in the Career Services Office
Last day of resume counseling for FOCI
All registration materials due in the Career Services Office by 6:00
p.m.!! Registration materials will not be accepted after this date.
Interview schedules available in Career Services office after 12:00
noon.
A Reminder to Fall On-Campus Interview Program Participants -- Stay in Touch!
Information concerning changes and additions to the interview program will be posted on the bulletin board
outside the Career Services Office.
If we need to communicate directly with you, we will do so through e-mail. We will not phone you--please
read your e-mail daily.
Interview Tips for Large Law Firm Employment from the Employer and Student Perspective
On Tuesday, September 3rd, we'll present a. program to help you prepare for fall interviews. Attorneys
involved in on-campus recruiting for law firms and students who have participated in previous fall on-
campus interviewing will share their perspectives and hints for making the most of your interviews.
The program will be at noon and 5:00 p.m.; watch the Record for room numbers. Sign up by August 29th
in the Career Services Office to attend! .
Beyond Fall Interviewing -- There Are Other Ways to Find a Job!!
It's hard to do, but keep the fall interview program in perspective! Keep in mind that these fall recruiters
represent a very small part of the total employment market.
You may find these statistics reassuring: the class of 1995 had a 94% employment rate when measured
six months after graduation. This employment rate was higher than the national law school average of
86.7%. Only 7.5% of the Chicago-Kent class of '95 ultimately found jobs through the on-campus
interview program. The rest of the class found- positions through networking, clerking for firms, making
direct contact with firms, following job listings in the Career Services Office, and a variety of other
methods.
The Career Services Office is anxious to work with you to determine the job search methods that will help
you reach your career goals. We encourage those of you who are not participating in fall recruiting to meet
with one of our career strategists this fall to design a job search plan that will work for you. We're
committed to working with every Chicago-Kent student. Come get to know us -- we're here to help!
Upcoming Programs
The Big Picture: Job Search Strategies Beyond Fall On-Campus Interviewing
Keep your schedule free on Tuesdays, September 10th and 17th at noon or 5:00 p.m. for our special
series: "The Big Picture: Job Search Strategies Beyond Fall On-Campus Interviewing. n See upcoming
Record issues for more details!
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Job Fairs
2Ls: Seventh Annual Allegheny Countv Bar Association Invitational Minority Student Job Fair
The Allegheny County Bar Association's Committee on Opportunities for Minorities in the Legal Profession
will be holding an invitational job fair on October 16th and 17th in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
2L participants are selected through an application process. All travel and lodging expenses for invited
students will be paid by the interview program.
2Ls interested in applying for an invitation must send resumes and copies of their law school transcripts to
ACBA Headquarters no later than Thursday, September 12, 1996. Application instructions are available in
the Career Services Office. Please sign the list in the Career Services Office indicating your intention to
apply so that we may contact you if we receive additional information.
Intellectual Property Job Fair in Washington, D.C. October 24-26
The American Intellectual Property Law Association (AIPLA) is holding its annual meeting at the J.W.
Marriott Hotel in Washington, D.C. from October 24-26, 1996. Each year, the meeting includes a job fair
for student members. Information about the job fair will be mailed directly to student members. Students
interested in intellectual property law who are not members can pick up Handout #3 for membership
information and an application. We encourage you to join soon if you'd like information about the job fair!
Special Opportunities: Handouts Available in Career Services
Reminder: Deadline for Massachusetts Superior Court 1997-1998 Judicial Clerkships: September 13th
The Massachusetts Superior Court currently accepting applications for 1997-1998 judicial clerk positions.
Applications must be received 5:00 p.m. on September 13th. Interviews begin early in September so apply
immediately! Pick up Handout #1 for a position prospectus and the application instructions.
1997 Skadden Fellowships
The Skadden Fellowship Foundation provides one year grants for 1997 graduates to work in the public
interest for a sponsoring organization. The sponsor must be a 501 (c)(3) organization which provides civil
legal services to the poor, including the homeless, the elderly, the disabled or those deprived of their civil or
human rights.
Applicants must have a commitment letter from a potential sponsoring agency and describe the proposed
project. Applications must be received by October 7th, 1996. Fellows will be notified by December 13th.
Applications are available as Handout #2 in the Career Services Office.
CHECK IT OUT ... NEWS FROM THE INFORMATION CENTER
TUTORIAL
This week the Information Center's Reference Librarians will be offering tutorials to assist first year Legal
Research and Writing students in completing the LEXIS/WESTLAW Orientation Exercise.
A member of the Reference Staff will be available at the Reference.Desk to help students who are working
on the assignment. The schedule for these tutorials is posted on the 9th floor Library Bulletin Board. It is
not mandatory that you sign up; just stop by the Reference Desk at the scheduled times.
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LIBRARY STAFF NEWS
Reference Librarian Lenore Glanz has compiled an Appendix, "Resources About South African Law in the
United States", and contributed to another, "Selected Business, Trade and Legal Associations and
Government Agencies" for a recently published book by the American Bar Association titled: A LAWYER'S
GUIDE TO DOING BUSINESS IN SOUTH AFRICA.










Lexis and Westlaw software is available at the 9th floor Library Service Desk. If you would like to use
Lexis and Westlaw from home, stop by and pick up a copy -- Windows, Dos, and MAC versions are
available. If you haven't received your passwords yet, ask at the Reference Desk for assistance.
NEWS FROM CLC (CENTER FOR LAW AND COMPUTERS)
New Equipment
Over the summer, the CLC installed new equipment to make the system more stable and powerful than it has
ever been.
• Lab 700 has twelve new Pentium/166 workstations.
• The Macintosh computers which were in Lab 700 have been moved to Lab 775 along with their printer.
• KENTNET is a new Pentium/120 with a RAID V disk array. RAID V provides the highest level of data
protection available for network drives.
Print Accounting
The Student Print Accounting system has been upgraded, and the procedure for releasing print jobs has
changed slightly.
1. Send your print job from your application as you normally would.
2. Press F1 on the queue computer to get to the job selection screen.
3. Use the arrow keys to select the Job you want to release (or delete).
4. Press H to release the job, or Delete to delete it.
5. Press Esc to return to the status screen. Your job will print on the adjacent printer.
This semester, students will have 400 pages of free printing. After 400 pages, you will be charged 5¢ per
page. The page charges will be added to your student account. You may pay for pages used at the Bursar's
office on the Second Floor. You will have two weeks into the next semester to payoff your balance; after that,
you will not be able to print until your account is paid in full.
Virus Attack!
On Thursday, August 15, a virus called Burgular.1150 infected both Profnet and Kentnet. We don't know
where the virus came from and at this point we can't really speculate, but we are researching the issue.
Will Sadler and Michael Bentkover stayed late that night and finally succeeded in removing the virus from the
system. The procedure took longer than it should have because the virus that infected us was evidently a
variant previously unknown to McAfee, the company who makes our virus prevention software.
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Virus detection software is available both for use on your local computer and on your home computer. You can
access this software from the Main Menu under the Kentnet Network Services, Virus detection software menu.
Please scan your diskettes on a regular basis for viruses. This really helps prevent the spread of viruses and
will hopefully prevent another network infection like the one experienced yesterday. Always scan any diskettes
before you use them in any computer. You should also scan any program you download from the Internet
before you use it. If you connect to Kentnet inside the building with your laptop, please install virus prevention
software on it. Contact Melissa Mooney (MMOONEY) in Lab 700 for more information on protecting your
laptop.
HELPDESK
When you have a question about using a program, or a problem with a workstation or printer, send an Email
message to HELPDESK. HELPDESK is. monitored throughout the day by members of the Computer Law
Association and CLC Staff Members. If you need immediate assistance, see 'Melissa Mooney in Lab 700 or
stop by the Center's offices on the Seventh Floor.
CLC Welcomes New Staff
Will Sadler (WSADLER), is the new Executive Director of the Center. Will was formerly Director of Internet
Development at CALI, and served as the CLC's Director of Computing Services in 1994-95. He was Director
of Computing at the Indiana University School of Law for four years, and is the author of several books on
computing, including Using Internet Email from Que.
Michael Bentkover (MBENTKOV), the Director of Network Services, returns to the CLC after working for US
Robotics, Michael will continue the excellent work he did as Network Administrator to keep Chicago-Kent's
systems in top condition.
Jeffrey Harrison (JHARRISO) joins the CLC as Manager of Electronic Publishing. A1996 graduate of Chicago-
Kent, Jeff worked extensively with our electronic publishing effort while he was in law school. Jeff will be
working primarily with faculty on various publishing projects, as well as supporting students in the E-Learn
project.
Melissa Mooney (MMOONEY) is our new Computer Lab Manager. Melissa will be the person you should see
if you have a computing question or problem. You can find Melissa in Lab 700.
FROM THE OFFICE OF ALUMNAE/I & STUDENT RELATIONS
Welcome to all 1Ls, and welcome back to all returning Chicago-Kent students. Hope your summer was a good
one. The Office of Alumnae/i & Student Relations has various roles within the law school about which we
would like to inform you.
We work closely with the Law School Association, which is a governing body of the Alumnae/i Association.
The LSA works with faculty, staff, students and alumnae/i of Chicago-Kent to improve the programs and
activities for all involved with Kent. Two sub-committees of the LSA, the Scholarship & Loan Committee and
the Student Life Committee, directly affect Chicago-Kent students. The Scholarship &Loan Committee awards
student scholarships and loans from the LSA budget each year. The committee distributes applications for the
scholarships and loans to students in the fall and awards them over the holiday season. Look for
announcements in the Record this Fall as to when LSA scholarship applications will be available. The Student
Life Committee develops programs such as last week's Orientation Dinner where students and alumnae/i can
interact together. Later this school year, the committee will host a student and alumnae/i baseball outing at
Comiskey Park.
The Office of Alumnae/i & Student Relations is also responsible for various other student functions, including (1
graduation, alumnae/i roundtables and student organization receptions. Our office has an open door policy. J
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We are always happy to answer questions, get your feedback about programs, or just chat. Please feel free
to stop by and visit any time. We are located in Suite 310. Best of luck in this upcoming year.
Lauren Lockwood, Director of Alumnae/i & Student Relations
John Fogarty, Assistant Director of Alumnae/i & Student Relations
PROFESSIONALISM DAY
An Annual Conference for Second Year Students
Mark Your Calendars for February 5, 1997
While you were busy working, clerking or studying this summer, Dean Deutsch, the Dean of Students Office,
and the Career Services Office started planning this academic year's Professionalism Day for second year
students. Professionalism Day will be held in the spring semester this year so that we may attract a greater
range of speakers and have more students participate in planning the day's events.
The concept of Professionalism Day arose from talking with employers inside and outside the legal field about
ways in which we can give our students an advantage in their post-law school careers. Employers told us that
many law school graduates are unfamiliar with the expectations employers hold, the economic issues unique
to legal organizations and the interpersonal challenges faced by lawyers no matter what their previous work
experience. In response, we created Professionalism Day and modeled it on a professional conference.
Students will have the opportunity to hear about the business of practicing law from legal practitioners
themselves. Legal employers support the program wholeheartedly; they believe it gives our students an edge
in their legal education. Professionalism Day is the first program of its kind in the country. In fact, we have
received numerous inquiries from law schools that hope to implement similar programs.
Full-time students graduating in 1998 will attend the Professionalism Day conference in place of regularly
scheduled day classes. Evening students graduating in 1998 may attend the conference in February 1997 or
may attend the conference during the 1997-1998 academic year. 1997 graduates who were not able to attend
Professionalism Day last August must attend this February. No day or evening classes are scheduled for
February 5, 1997. Pleasenote that Professionalism Day is a required part of the curriculum; all students must
attend before graduating.
Watch the Record for additional information about Professionalism Day 1997. In the meantime, we welcome
your assistance in planning the programming. If you would like to help, contact Ann Rainhart, Assistant Director
. of Career Services at LRAINHAR.
FACULTV NEWS
Over the summer, Professor Mickie Voges presented an all-day seminar in San Diego for the American Society
for Information Science continuing education program. The seminar covered issues of intellectual property in
the electronic world. New technologies, electronic publishing, and the international issues were all presented.
She also presented at the Universtiy of California at San Diego on the copyright issues associated with
electronic publishing on the internet.
Prof. Voges also appeared on Chicago Tonight in June discussing the court decision which declared portions
of the Communications Decency Act unconstitutional.
Prof. Voges has also been elected the first Chair of the University Faculty Council, the new university-wide
governing body that works with the administration of liT
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FROM THE LAW OFFICES
The 1995-96 academic year ended with a great victory for the Immigration Clinic when, on May 17, 1996,
immigration judge Craig M. Zerbe ·granted the political asylum application of Jose 5., from EI Salvador. Law
student Manijeh Nan Kargahi mooted the client before the hearing, and handled the direct examination,
evidentiary objections, and closing statement during the two-hour hearing itself. This victory was particularly
significant taking into account the low number of Salvadorans granted political asylum in the United States over
the years.
The Law Offices wishes to thank Rosa Flores and Pablo Almaguer for their interpretation assistance.
SPECIAL NOTICES
DISCOUNTED PUBLIC PARKING RATES FOR STUDENTS - FALL 1996
Discounted parking rates are available to students that purchase and display a Chicago-Kent parking sticker in
the upper left-hand windshield of their car. Stickers for the Fall, 1996 semester (green sticker) are available
in the Center for Law and Business Bookstore (Concourse level) for $15.
PRESIDENTIAL TOWERS (INDOOR PARKING GARAGE):




$6.25 Day (up to 12 hours)
MONTHLY PASS
$110 Month







Hours: Open 24 hours; all days
GENERAL PARKING CORPORATION--UNION STATION SELF-PARK (COVERED PARKING):
Jackson, Clinton and Canal Streets




$7.50 Day (before 3:00 pm)
or $7.00 Day if coupons are purchased
in packages of 10 each* (see below)
$5.25 Day (after 3:00 pm)
or $4.75 Day if coupons are purchased








or $4.75 Day if coupons are purchased
in packages. of 10 each* (see below)
MONTHLY PASS·
Hours:
$130 Month $170 Month
Open 24 hours; all days
"Vatldatlon coupons for parkers who choose the daily rate PACKAGE must be purchased in blocks of
ten coupons ($70 for a book of 10 for the before 3:00 pm rate and $47.50 for a book of 10 for the
after 3:00 pm and weekend rates). Coupons may be purchased from the manager's office of the Union
Station garage; be sure to have your Chicago-Kent parking sticker with you along with your Chicago-
Kent ID or valid drivers license each time you purchase your discount coupons.
PEOPLES AUTO PARKING (OUTDOOR SURFACE LOT PARKING):
Monroe, Jefferson and Adams Streets
(Enter on Monroe)
Chicago-Kent Discount Rate * *
DAILY RATES
Monday-Friday
$1 discount off daily rate




(daily rate less $1 discount









6 am - 7 pm
6 am - 3 pm ***
10 am - 3 pm (Enter on Clinton Street)




Peoples prices are subject to change and the current rate can increase or decrease during the semester.
As is customary, a monthly pass allows unlimited entry and exit privileges from the parking facilities.
The Peoples discounted rate for "daily" parkers does not include unlimited entry and exit privileges
The Monroe Street lot may close at noon on some Saturdays; the Clinton Street lot should be used
Saturday afternoons if the Monroe Street lot is closed.
PRO BONO OPPORTUNITY
Pro Bono Advocates is an organization dedicated to providing legal services to economically disadvantaged
victims of domestic violence, through the efforts of staff and volunteer attorneys, assisted by law students and
others. PBA/LAW also undertakes advocacy to improve and increase free legal services to battered women and
the poor.
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HERE'S WHERE YOU COME IN: PBA is looking for law students to participate in its work. You can
conduct detailed interviews of prospective clients, help to determine their eligibility for a protective order under
the pertinent statute, prepare the initial pleadings for an emergency order of protection, fill out other necessary
judicial forms, and otherwise assist in helping these domestic violence victims get legal redress and move on
with their lives. If you have a 7-11 license, you can represent clients in court, under the supervision of a
licensed attorney. In short, you can help persons in need of help from the legal system while honing your own
professional skills.
If you are interested in undertaking this pro bono activity, contact Prof. Joan Steinman (a member of
the governing Board of PBA) (e-mail: jsteinma) and give her a copy of your resume. She will forward your
resume to Swati Avasthi at PBA, who will arrange an interview with you. PBA will provide training. Thanks!
DISCOUNTED SUBSCRIPTIONS: THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
Any student or member of the faculty or staff who wishes a discounted subscription to the Wall Street Journal
may sign up on the sheet posted on the door of office 829 (Prof. Hablutzel's office). The Journal will bill you
directly.
The discount rates are: 1 year = $82; 1/2 year = $43; 15 weeks = $28
1996 DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION AND ITS IMPACT ON TRANSPORTATION
NEAR CHICAGO-KENT
The Democratic National Convention (DNC) will be held in Chicago from August 26-29, 1996, at the United
Center. More than 25,000 people will attend the DNC, including the President and Vice President of the United
States, Senators, Congressmen, delegates and members of the press. DNe attendees will stay at fifty hotels,
primarily located in the Central Area of downtown. Sixteen thousand rooms have been reserved.
Transportation between the hotels and the United Center will be'provided by the, CTA; a fleet of 65 to 100 fully
accessible buses win be used. Taxis and limos are also expected to be a significant part of the transportation
system. Three primary corridors will be used to accommodate convention ,'attendees traveling between the
hotels and the United Center. The corridors are:
A. Grand Avenue to Ogden Avenue to Washington Boulevard to the United Center.
B. Randolph Street to Ogden Avenue to Washington Boulevard to the United Center
C. Roosevelt Road to Jefferson Street to Harrison Street to Ashland Avenue to Washington Boulevard to
the United Center.
The return corridor for the Randolph Street and Roosevelt Road shuttles will be Warren Boulevard and
Washington Boulevard. The Grand Avenue shuttles will return to the Central Area via Ogden Avenue and Grand
Avenue.
Although the main corridors do not include Adams, Jefferson and Quincy Streets (our location), secondary
corridors have been designated for use by taxis, limousines, and as alternates for shuttle buses. These are:
* Madison Street (Michigan Avenue to Paulina Street)
* Monroe Street (Paulina to Michigan)
* Adams Street (Michigan to Wood Street)
* Jackson Street (Damen Avenue to Michigan)
We hope you find this information useful in planning your transforation routes during the convention.
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ADVICE & COUNSELING CLASS
True tale from the Student Advice Desk:
"My doctor told me that my babies had lead in their blood. I told my landlord and he
stopped taking my rent. He took me to court and told the judge that I refused to pay
my rent. Now I'm evicted and need help."
There are currently openings available to senior law students for the Interviewing and Counseling Practice
& Advice Desk Class. The class offers students an excellent opportunity to hone their real-world lawyering
skills. Apart from the subtle art of interviewing and counseling, the class provides a framework for practical
application of litigation strategy, negotiation skills, drafting, and Illinois civil procedure.
The Advice Desk program also gives students a chance to use their knowledge to provide help to the
otherwise helpless. Participating students provide limited legal representationunder a Supreme Court Rule 711
license to clients facing some of the most important legal problems of their lives.
For more information come to Room 601 on August 19 from 2:00 - 4:00; or contact Professors Stephanie
Altman or Pamela Kentra through the Law Offices.
ORGANIZATIONS
FROM MARK SCOTT. PRESIDENT OF THE STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION
Most of us did not want to believe it, yet we knew it to be true. Summer break cannot last forever. Welcome,
back to another semester of intellectual development {torture to some}.
First, I would like to thank the student community for giving me the opportunity to serve ill the capacity of
President. I expect that the upcoming year will be both challenging and exciting. The Board of Governors
<BOG> is committed to providing opportunities for students to voice their concerns, ideas and compliments
about all facets of the Chicago-Kent experience. We will champion the cause by providing the students with
thoughtful leadership and decisionmaking while simultaneously providing the highest integrity and
professionalism expected.
Second, thank you to all of the students who worked on the Orientation week activities, including the
Organization Fair. I am sure that the entering class appreciates the time that these upperclass students
volunteered to make this a very successful first week as a Chicago-Kent 1L.
Third, we hope that you enjoyed the Summer Picnic this past weekend. This annual event seems to be getting
larger and larger every year. Watch for future announcements of the monthly social events. We will make
every effort to hold social events in many different areas of Chicago. Pleasefeel free to suggest places where
you believe an SSA social would be successful.
New Business:
1. Fall Election : The Election Committee Chair is Andy Stein.
The Election Rules Committee Chair is Michael Carter. A
meeting with 1L's interested in seeking SSA Representative
positions will take place within the next couple of weeks.
Executive Board positions that were not decided in
the Spring Election will be included in the Fall Election. '
Please direct inquiries to the Election Committee.
2. BOG Positions: 3L day, 3L evening, and 4L evening
Representative positions are open on the Board of Governors.
If you would like to be considered for appointment to one of
these positions, please forward an e-mail of your interest
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to MSCOTT no later than Friday, August 23.
3. Committees: The SBA recommends students to many different
faculty and administrative committees. In addition, many
different committees within SBA exist. If you would like to
be considered for appointment to one of these committees,
please forward an e-mail of your particular interest to
MSCOTT no later than Friday, August 23.
4. Student Organization Budgets: The SBA distributed Budget
Request Packets during the Organization Fair this past
weekend. If you or your organization needs a packet, please
stop by the SBA office located in CBB on the concourse
level. ALL BUDGET REQUESTS MUST BE RETURNED TO THE SBA NO
LATER THAN FRIDAY, AUGUST 30.
5. SSA Fall Lecture: The SSA presents a speaker program during
the fall semester. Please submit suggestions for
consideration. Please be specific with your topical
suggestions. In addition, feel free to provide names of
interesting organizations and persons.
6. E-Mailing General Questions and Comments: A new e-mail
address has been implemented for the student community to
send general questions and comments. The new mailbox {SBAQ}
will be accessed by me everyday. This new mailbox helps me
maintain separation between personal and SBA related
activities and inquiries. Please direct SBA related
comments to SBAQ.
7. Written Questions and Comments : The SBA, like all student
organizations, has a mailbox located on the second floor
near the entrance-to the College Services Center. Mail is
retrieved from that mailbox daily. Please place all paper
documents and correspondence in that mailbox, unless
requested otherwise.
Please make a point to get involved with your favorite student organization this year. A small time commitment
is all that is necessary. In order to maximize the impact that any organization can have, many students will
need to volunteer. Be responsible and help your community succeed. Thank you.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SOCIETY
The Environmental Law Society will be having its first organizational meeting on Wednesday, August 21, from
3:00 - 4:00pm. Everyone is invited to attend. We will be discussing various topics including the NAELS
Conference which will be held at Chicago-Kent this Spring. Information will follow regarding the room number
for the meeting.
HEALTH LAW SOCIETY
Welcome Back! The Health Law Society will be holding meetings this week for all those who are interested
in joining. Those interested can attend a general meeting either on Weds, August 21 at 3:30 pm in room C25 U
-OR- on Thurs. Aug 22 at 5:00 pm in room 170. Hope to see you there! If you have any questions, you can
e-mail Emy Calingo (ECALINGO) or Erika Saltzman (ESALTZMA).
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INTERNATIONAL MOOT COURT HONOR SOCIETY
All those interewted in competing on an International Moot Court Team, please attend the International Moot
Court Honor Meeting on Wednesd.ay, September 4, at 3:00 or 5:30. The Fall 1996 Competition problem will
be distributed at the end of the meeting.
This will be a great opportunity to talk to those who have participated on the teams and receive some helpful
tips on how to research the competition problem. Hope to see you there.
Please email Rasha Elganzouri (RELGANZO) or Linda Chen (LCHEN) with questions. The problem will be
available at the library circulation desk for all those who are unable to attend the meeting.
KENT JUSTICE FOUNDATION
The Kent Justice Foundation welcomes all new and returning students! Congratulations to the 1996 KJF
Fellowship Recipients who worked in the public-interest area this summer. To find out more exciting
information about KJF and Students United for the Public Interest (SUPI), attend one of the following meetings:
Wed., Aug. 21 from 12-1 pm in Room 170 or Thurs., Aug. 22 at 5:15 in Room 170. If you can't attend but
want to receive future information, email Beverly McClellan (bmcclell) or Kathy Roller (mroller).
TOASTMASTERS INTERNATIONAL
The ability to speak with eloquence and conviction in order to persuade an audience to accept your line of
reasoning is perhaps more valuable in the courtroom than anywhere else. Cases are literally won as much by
how something is said as by what is actually said.
Ensure a successful career both as a law student and, further down the road, as a lawyer by joining
Toastmasters International, thenot-for-profit public speaking organization that has more than: 8,000 chapters
worldwide. A local chapter meets in the law school building the· 2nd and 4th Tuesday of each month from
12:00 to 1:00. With membership just $24.00 every six months, Toastmasters is a very affordable choice for
public speaking training.
Guests are always welcome. Check the lobby board each 2nd and 4th Tuesday to see where the group is
meeting. For more information, e-mail Brenna Kelley (BKELLEY).
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SPRING, 1996 ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
(alphabetically by course)
COURSE NAME PROFESSOR
Administrative Law Kennedy, Timothy Krent
Advanced Criminal Law Curtis,Borman Sowle
Advanced Research Savoy, Wade Blake
Advanced Research Valukas, Shawn Maher
Advanced Research Liapis, Telly Medow
Advanced Research Vasireddy, Kiran Meltzer
Advanced Research Madden, Joseph Morris
Advanced Research Mojica, Lisette Strzynski
Advanced Research Aguada, Ludy VanDam
Advanced Research Stojkovich, Goran VanDam
Advanced Research Nolan,Daniel Wassberg
Alternative DisputeResolution Elliott, Maria Lapinski
BankingLaw Parent, Lea Erickson
Bankruptcy Schultz, Marc Reibman
BusinessOrganizations .Casagrande, Gregory Dalley
BusinessOrganizations Poetzel, Megan Hablutzel
BusinessOrganizations Spingola, Peter Hablutzel
CivilProcedure Richmond, Adam Lien
Civil Procedure Klaskin, Rochelle Steinman
CivilProcedure Brown, Ryan Stewart
Computer Applications Oswald, Jeffrey Shiels
Contracts Weisman, Michael Gely
Contracts Padovanov, Vladimir Gross
Contracts Hui,Karen Hasen
Copyright Law Malinzak, Michael Quentel
Criminal Procedure Ripp,Amanda Thomas
Criminal Procedure Neulieb, Jessica Wildenthal
Employee Benefits Plans Brands,Annette SiskelEwerl Klein
Employment Discrimination Garcia, Michelle Eglit
Employment Discrimination Chan, Mei Gonzales
Estate Planning Gurgiolo, Monica Livingston
Estates andTrusts Burkett,Rebecca Lindgren
Estates andTrusts Perry, Ann Sherman
Evidence Dixon, Karen Kling
FamilyLaw Lamb,Sherri Fenton
FamilyLaw Knutson, Sherry Gordon
FederalJurisdiction TofiI, Lisa Krent
First Amendment Roller, Kathy Nahmod
Gift and EstateTaxation Kraft, Clifford Brzezenski
Hazardous Waste Dosenbach, Daniel CohenlField
Health CareLaw Lesage, Robert Johnson





International Business Transactions Khan, Aasma Gerber
International Business Contracts Stegmaier, Jennifer Lemberis
International Business Contracts Magnusson, Brian Lemberis
International Human Rights Labella, Jason Green
International Law O'Hara, Matthew Lavin
IntIAspects of Intellectual Prop Folker, James Abbott
Juries Clark, Scott Green
Justice andthe LegalSystem Wolf, Charles Bernstein
LandUse Fahrbach,~berly Malkan
LandUse Saines, Richard Malkan
LawandLiterature Sit, Elaine Ehrenberg
Legal Drafting Ziesmann, Steven Best
Legal Drafting Lupescu, Sallie Cahin
Legal Drafting Welhouse, Steven Cahill
Legal Drafting Ketay, Staci CombIath
Legal Drafting Neubauer, Timothy Farber
Legal Drafting Potter, Patricia Foley
Legal Drafting Surrette, Robert Klooster
Legal Drafting Caplan, Stacey Krebs
Legal Drafting Tassone, Caterina Moltz
Legal Drafting Filiaggi, Rita Tatooles
Legal Drafting Gautier, Scott Walter
Legal Rights of Children Whetstone, Pamela Bensinger
Legal Writing 2 Rosen, Courtney Adams
Legal Writing 2 Pegg, William Bensinger
Legal Writing 2 Chimes, Marilyn Cotter
Legal Writing 2 Abbott,James Dalley
Legal Writing 2 Bullard, Paul Ehrenberg
Legal Writing 2 Cosgrove, Charles Green
Legal Writing 2 Hinkemeyer, Jonathan Greenberg
Legal Writing 2 Pravdic, Bernard Lavin
Legal Writing 2 Beirne, Noreen Malkan
Legal Writing 2 Kurtz, Dana Quentel
Legal Writing 2 Loftwall, Ian Quentel
LegalWriting2 Knape, Frederic Runcie
LegalWriting 2 Sloan, Jaines Straus
Legal Writing 2 Nield, Eric Straus
Legal Writing 2 O'Hallaren, Ann Strubbe
LegalWriting 2 Young, Colleen Wildenthal
Malpractice seminar Whetstone, Pamela Richardson
Mediation Schoenfield, Sarah Stern
Negotiations Tibbetts, Mark Schoenfield
Not for ProfitCorporations Gautier, Scott Hablutzel
PatentLaw Ramesh, Elaine Parkhurst
PatentLitigation Schwartz, Krista Hulbert
COURSE NAME PROFESSOR
Patent OfficePractice Parkinson, Ward Hulbert
ProductsLiability Schwartz, Jamie Brill
ProductsLiability Thomson, Catherine Scantlebury
Property Hinkemeyer, Jonathan Baker
Property Strauss, Michael Duetsch
Property Strohmeyer, Fritz Harding
Race,Place, andSpace Chan, Mei Bamonte
Remedies Schwartz, Krista Corre
Remedies Perry, Ann Eglit
RussianLegalSystem Babich, Linda Lien
School Law Troester, Susan McAdams
Scientific Analysis of Environm. Prob Polisner, Cyri Nagle
Social Science Law Held, Susan McAdams
SportsLaw Crilly, Daniel Ham
SportsLaw Gurgiolo, Monica Ham
Tax Accounting -. Scott, Mark Palmer
Tax of Business Enterprises Ives, Jennifer Brown
Tax Plan for S. Corp. & Closely Held Chase, Richard Buchholz
Tax Procedure Comiskey, Joan Livingston
Taxationof Intemational Transactions Christensen, Katherine Waimon
Trademarks andUnfairCompetition Gurgiolo, Monica Mandell
TrialAdvocacy 1 Caplan, Stacey Zelazo
TrialAdvocacy 1 Elmore, Jason Wolfson
TrialAdvocacy 1 Quinn, Marie Tsukuno
TrialAdvocacy 1 Spiropoulos, Nicholas Rogers
TrialAdvocacy 1 Poetzel, Megan Moore
TrialAdvocacy 1 Lopata, Jason McNerney
TrialAdvocacy 2 Lynch, Karen Menaker
TrialAdvocacy 2 Russell, Jan Meyer
TrialAdvocacy 2 Bresney, Todd Kottaras
TrialAdvocacy 2 Landsman, Louis Murphy
TrialAdvocacy 2 Reid, John Grossi
TrialAdvocacy 2 Nolan, Darnel Gevirtz
TrialAdvocacy 2 Helminski,Michael Cagney
TrialAdvocacy 2 Surrette, Robert Burnham
()
